MDC-2900
Series
Series

MDC-2960 / MDC-2960BB : 6 kW 4 feet / 6 feet Open
MDC-2910 / MDC-2910BB : 12 kW 4 feet / 6 feet Open
MDC-2920 / MDC-2920BB : 25 kW 4 feet / 6 feet Open

New True Trail Function

Clearly identifies moving targets from Showing past position with 5 dots for
stationary targets. The display shows the ATA targets and AIS targets.
exact movement of other vessels like
drawing tails. Even when your range PAST POSN TIME
is changed, a new trail appears past
drawing tails. 3 types of shape is
avairable.
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MDC-2900 Series provides outstanding performance and clear image with 19-inch high resolution
SXGA display plus anti-reflection coating. MDC-2900BB Black Box radars connect to any SXGA
type display(owner supplied).
These radars feature sophisticated “Strong Signal Processing” for real-time presentation and
superior target discrimination. This special signal processing provides a steady image even in
case of unstable targets.
Other superior features are Enhance (ENH), Interference Rejection (IR), Range Rings (RR), VRM,
EBL, Trail (True/Rel), Off centering, Echo alarm, NAV line , Coast line, Route map, Guard zone,
Monitor output, VDR output. Interswitch function for connecting two radar displays without an
extra device. ARPA functions except Trial maneuver function are provided.

PAST POSN (Past position)
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AIS

New CFAR Function
This function is Semi-automatic clutter suppression. In comparison with conventional SEA + RAIN, the targets will not shrink.
CFAR

SEA + RAIN

SEA

Map Overlay

C-Map chart (NT+ or NT MAX)** is overlaid on the radar screen to provide clear radar pictures of coastlines,
buoys, and other features. C-Map NT MAX "World Wide" back ground chart is built-in as standard.
**Owner supplied. Basic chart information only. Extra features of C-Map such as photo indication are not available.

New Parallel Index Lines (PI)
Each parallel lines can be used independently,
User can move each line and adjust the length freely.

New Electronic Range and Bearing Line (ERBL)

User can control the cursor freely by trackball and
measure the distance and direction from the cursor
to the dotted line extended.
Data Display

Real-time Smooth Head-Up Presentation
Display the exact direction and possition of the target in real time.
When own vessel changes heading, the radar image will rotate smoothly in real time, unlike conventional rotation
where the image redraws with each radar sweep.
Real time smooth head-up

Own vessel information

Target setting information

0
Conventional head-up

2.5 seconds

※

Target information
※ In case own vessel changes heading 90 degrees to the right, during one rotation of antenna in 2.5 seconds (24 rpm)

Easy Operation
Subsidiary information

Alarm information

ATA

Built-in ATA* (Automatic Tracking Aid) tracks
up to 60 targets.
Selectable auto capture or manual capture.
*ATA is called TT (Target Tracking) in the new IMO regulation.

AIS
Built-in AIS interface for displaying up to
254 targets.

Designed for easy access to all system functions with well-arranged keyboard.
Six programable function keys let user customize set-up of various functions.
GAIN, STC, FTC, EBL, and VRM are adjustable with one touch by using control knobs.
Trackball control with two-color LED lamp for quick-operation day or night.

Two-color LED lamp for Night

